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Let your interiors reflect your style
Surround yourself with beauty




Don't know where to begin?

Check out our current offers






Seat pads and pillows -15 %! Buy now

Seat pads and pillows -15 %! Buy now

Seat pads and pillows -15 %!
Buy now
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	Red and burgundy
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	Nils
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	Nämmarö  new
	Segron  new
	Själland  new
	Sollerön  new
	Tärnö  new
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Ikea Ektorp covers
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Ikea Karlstad covers
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	Curtain tracks
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Made to measure curtains
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	Wall or ceiling fitted
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	Window frame fitted
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	Fitting brackets
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Made to measure roman blinds
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Roman blinds shop the look
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Classic square cushion covers
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Rectangular cushion covers
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Chair seat pads
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Tablecloths
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Rugs and runners
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Vases
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Bedroom shop the look
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Shop the look curtains and blinds
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[image: alt]Roman blinds
custom made
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custom made





[image: alt]IKEA sofa covers made of over 130 fabrics

find your perfect cover
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Quick home makeover




[image: alt]Classic net curtains
custom made
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see more
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Bestsellers




[image: Capri Roman blind]
Capri Roman blind
84,00 £


[image: Ektorp 2-seater sofa cover]
Ektorp 2-seater sofa cover
395,00 £


[image: Rectangular tablecloth]
Rectangular tablecloth
9,00 £


[image: Double layered Roman blind DUO]
Double layered Roman blind DUO
158,00 £


[image: Pencil pleat voile/net curtain]
Pencil pleat voile/net curtain
27,00 £


[image: Ektorp 2-seater sofa cover]
Ektorp 2-seater sofa cover
343,00 £


[image: Breeze wool/cliff grey Rug 160x230cm]
Breeze wool/cliff grey Rug 160x230cm
103,00 £
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Rectangular tablecloth
9,00 £
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Capri Roman blind
93,00 £
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Pencil pleat curtain
36,00 £


[image: Karlstad 3-seater sofa cover]
Karlstad 3-seater sofa cover
370,00 £
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Pencil pleat curtain
41,00 £


[image: Kinga cushion cover]-17%

Kinga cushion cover
12,00 £
10,00 £
Lowest price in the last 30 days: 12,00 £


[image: Karlstad 2-seater sofa cover]NEW

Karlstad 2-seater sofa cover
255,00 £


[image: Wave net curtain]
Wave net curtain
69,00 £


[image: Cushions set of 6, Classic Stripes]
Cushions set of 6, Classic Stripes
159,00 £


[image: Strandmon armchair cover]
Strandmon armchair cover
164,00 £
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see all
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French Country Charm
How about a terrace or garden decorated in French style? Stylish garden furniture, a chair cushion or a tablecloth in traditional genre scenes from French country life are all ideas for great places to relax.
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Summit Serenity Terrace
Create a comfortable place to relax outdoors with soft seating and decorative cushions. The practical outdoor covers are a perfect fit and easy to clean, and you can enjoy the comfort and stylish look of your garden furniture for a long time!
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Ocean Breeze
Liven up your balcony and terrace with a spring arrangement! Add colourful cushions, comfortable furniture and lanterns to create a cosy atmosphere. Let your living space get a new look and encourage you to spend time outdoors.








Dekoria for you
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Contact

E-Mail [email protected]
Contact form Leave a message
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